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Paladin can create the custom media 
center you have always desired or you 
can select from one of our three standard 
styles – Columbia, Oxford and Arcadia. 
The Columbia and Arcadia series are 
constructed from 1” rift-cut red oak veneer 
plywood, while Oxford is made from 1” 
solid northern-grown red oak. The Arcadia 
features an optional circular or semi-
circular modular circ desk configuration 
and all units are standard with integrated 
top down wire management. The Oxford 
series has a more traditional history 
yet offers some of our most innovative 
modules, such as the Tilt-Bin Book Drop 
with book truck included. 
Paladin also manufactures stand-alone 
display units and auxiliary circ desk pieces, 
including the Mobile Information Desk 
with slat wall front panel. Our displays 
include unique designs like the Mobile Grid 
display and a clean modern design in the 
new Oval Magazine Spinner.



 Paladin Caseworks offers complete media room solutions – library furniture, 
display furniture and custom designed furniture. Furniture is created from oak, 
cherry, maple and walnut, with a mix of supporting materials, such as Corian, 
acrylic, glass, metal, slat wall and melamine. In addition, we work with a wide 
range of laminate manufacturers – Wilson Art, Nevamar, Pionite, Formica, 
LaminArt, Abet Laminati and ARPA. Standard and custom edge banding is 
available and we offer stain matching to your existing color scheme.



ho will be sitting in your 
library? Someone brimming 

with creativity who will become 
a great writer or composer? A 

budding scientist? A future educator? 
Perhaps even someone who decades from now 

will serve as President of the United States?
 Whether these young people will go on to achieve 
greatness or simply become solid citizens, the library 
should be a place of comfort and pleasure where 
they are free to pursue their own dreams. Research 
shows that students who frequently visit the library 
improve their reading and writing skills. Aesthetically 
appealing furniture can go a long way in making the 
library a place where students want to be.
 Libraries should be user-friendly places for 
discovery. Choosing furniture wisely will do much 
to create a comfortable, visually stimulating library 
interior – a memorable place that will inspire 
creativity. While a library needs to promote an 
atmosphere of learning, the furniture helps create an 

environment where anything is possible from self-
directed learning to group research work.
 At Paladin Caseworks, we strive to create library 
furniture that emphasizes both form and function –  
furniture that is pleasing to the eye and practical to use.W


